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From Bernard Purdie’s work with Steely Dan, Jeff Pocaro with Toto, and recently Ash Soan with 
Seal, the Half-Time Shuffle is a groove that every drummer should know. With the majority of 
styles most drummers play being in simple meter (straight 8th or 16th notes), the half-time 
shuffle is on the opposite side of the spectrum. It's triplet based subdivision provides you with 
the opportunity to develop your skills in swung styles, while having a backbeat that keeps it 
revenant to the styles you’re already comfortable playing. 


To get started, play in an 8th note triplet subdivision where you play the hi-hat (or ride) on the 
1st and 3rd sub-division, and the snare on the 2nd subdivision. Play the pattern for 1 measure 
then rest for one measure so you can reset before playing it again.


Next, add a backbeat on beat 3, and play the kick drum on beat 1, and the 3rd subdivision of 
beat 4. Make sure your backbeat is accented, which can be done by playing a rim-shot. If 
you’re having a difficult time doing that, simply drop your hand and play a double.


Now that you’re able to play a basic half-time shuffle, add an additional kick drum to the 3rd 
subdivision of beat 2.  


It’s time to put it into context. Play each variation 8 times, then transition from one to the next. 
Start out playing the variation with your dominant hand on the hi-hat, then move it to the ride. 
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You now have the foundation set to develop your half-time shuffle. Start experimenting with 
different kick drum variations, moving the backbeat to beat 4. You can even substitute a skip 
note played on the Hi-Hat or ride with your hi-hat foot. Here are a few 1 measure examples to 
get you started.
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